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How to audit your online presence for 

success in 2018 – 50 quick checks 

Google results 

1) Do you appear in the Google “Knowledge Graph”? 

2) Is your firm’s name accurate and formatted correctly? 

3) Is your firm’s address on the map? Is the address correct? 

4) Are your opening hours correct? 

5) Do reviews from other sources (e.g. Facebook Yell) appear? Are they positive? 

6) Does the text of reviews appear? Are they as positive as they can be? 

7) Which competitors are appearing? 

8) Are you running an ad on your brand name? Are any of your competitors? 

9) What does it say next to the link to your website? Are the snippets of data accurate? Do they 

reflect the right message? 

10) Is Google pulling through a spread of pages from your site? Are they your best pages for your 

most profitable services? 

11) What other results appear for your brand name? Are they all positive? 

  



  

Readability and accessibility 

12) Does your website load quickly? 

13) Is the text legible, easy to read and well-spaced? 

14) Are there add-ons or plugins – and are they working? 

15) Are your images correctly tagged? 

Branding, Identity and Trustworthiness 

16) Is your logo prominently paced in the top left? Is it sufficiently high-resolution? 

17) Is your strapline or tagline prominent, obvious and does it neatly encapsulate what you do and 

what your USP is? 

18) Are your “Calls to Action” prominent and accurate? Is there a link to a contact page? 

19) Are there staff bios in place? Are photos current? 

20) This is a critical component of trustworthiness – people pages. These are almost always the 

second port of call for users, after the page which relates to the service they need. 

Navigation & structure 

21) Is your main menu/navigation easily identifiable? 

22) Can users find your main menu (or menus) quickly and easily? Is it easily readable? 

23) Is it laid out in a way that makes sense to users? (as opposed to lawyers!) 

24) Does your navigation lead the user down a path to find the right solution for them, or does it 

simply present your practice areas in a list? 

25) How many different menu items are there? Ideally, there should be no more than 7. 

26) How many levels of navigation are there? Ideally, there should be no more than 3. 

  



  

Usability & functionality 

27) Does your logo link to the homepage? 

28) Is it obvious which words in the text are linked? Are there an appropriate number? Does every 

link use appropriate text (ideally, the link should be “divorce lawyers” not “click here”)? 

29) Do all links work? 

Content 

30) Are page headings clear, distinctive and optimised? 

31) Are colours and fonts consistent? 

32) Is the copy in-depth, on-brand, clear & explanatory? 

33) Does it comply with Google’s guidelines concerning being in depth (700-1200 words are 

optimal) and expertly written (correct and free from typos)? 

34) Are page titles clear and explanatory? 

35) Does the little title which appears in the browser tab reflect the content of the page? I 

36) Are URLs meaningful and user-friendly? 

37) Is your blog up to date? 

38) Has additional content been added? Does the content which has been added reflect your 

firm’s overall strategy? 

Rankings 

39) Search for a few of your main keywords in the format “practice area + lawyers + location”. 

What positions do you appear in? 

40) Ask a few legal questions of Google related to your main practice areas – does your site 

appear? 



  

Analytics 

41) Is your site showing month-to-month growth? 

42) If not, why not? Has there been activity carried out on the site? 

43) Have there been any sharp drops? 

44) Using the date range comparison tool, is the site performing better than it did last year? 

45) Are enquiries being tracked? If so, are they increasing? Decreasing? 

46) What is your % conversion rate? 

What’s missing? 

47) Does your site offer online payment functionality? 

48) Do you provide online Chat functionality? 

49) Are there dynamic news components? 

50) Do you have secure client login portals? 

Want to find out more? 

While this is a useful guide, it isn't the whole picture. It doesn't really let you go 'under the hood' to any 

extent. If you'd like a more detailed examination of your site by a digital marketing expert, then 

please get in touch with Chris on 0845 620 5664 and have a chat about what we can do to help you. 
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